
FUTURE ROCK 
 Dynamite Remix EP

The special Remix EP of "ElectroDiscoFunk" tune "Dynamite" by german record producer 
Future Rock includes six slammin’ remixes by Raul Rincon, Monkey Miro, Fader Gladiator 
and of course Future Rock himself. The digital Re-Release of the EP includes the "Radio 
Edit“ of Dynamite for the first time.



Radio Edit
3:53 min

The new "Radio Edit" of the  tune "Dynamite", which was mixed  by 
producer Future Rock himself, is now for the first time available as digital 
release and  compresses the explosive energy of the tune  into less than 
four minute.

Raul Rincon Remix
8:26 min

Stuttgart based DJ and producer Raul Rincon was so impressed by Future 
Rocks Dynamite tune that he absolutely wanted to produce a new remix 
version of Dynamite. His more than 8 minutes long mix includes advanced 
house beats, dirty synth basses and heavy guitars rocks and rocks  every 
party crowd like hell.

Extended Club Mix
6:28 min

Specially for this Remix EP Future Rock crated an extended extra log Club 
Mix of Dynamite. The new arrangement, deeper bass and additional 
scratching by DJ Rick Ski makes Dynamite definitely ready for the dance 
floors of this world. The "Extended Club Mix“ is perfect "ElectroDiscoFunk" 
a la Future Rock.

Monkey Miros 
Aerobic RMX 
4:47 min

Fader Gladiator 
Remix 
4:18 min

Release Date        12.4.2019 

Label         LSD Music                   

Reprise
0:42 min

Additional Dynamite bonus version by Future Rock.

Monkey Miro aka Mr.Playmo is well known as a producer, percussionist 
and remixer in german  house and hip hop area for several years now. His 
"Aerobic RMX" is a funky French Disco House variant of Dynamite. 
Additional Vocoder Voices and "4todaFloor" beat transforms Dynamite for 
the House Club Hottest.

Daniel "Angela" Sluga aka Fader Gladiator  is Future Rock's longtime 
"Partner in Crime" and created a completely remixed version of Dynamite. 
By using Disco sounds & funky horns he has produced a firing inferno, 
which will heat up the temperatures of the local dance floors guaranteed.

Contact  music@rickmedia.de 

Website  www.futurerock.de 
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